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YOUR LIBRARY and the internationally renowned magician Rick Rossini join forces to create a very spe-
cial magic.  With a wave of their wand they will transform YOUR LIBRARY into a “one-of-a-kind” WORLD
OF MAGIC that entertains, educates and stresses the importance of READING and LEARNING!

For one week Rick Rossini will present five different 45 minute hilarious "edutainment" (entertainment
and education), interactive, family magic shows (twice per day) that will take us on a magical journey
through the history of magic, stress the power of reading and even teach a trick or two.

Day One - MAGIC OF THE PAST.
Take a magic carpet ride from magic's origins, myths and legends of time long past.  What was the first
trick, was there really a Merlin, why do magicians and wizards use magic wands (and how can we make
one)?  Discover all this and much more as the Magic Of The Past becomes alive before our very eyes.

Day Two - THE GOLDEN AGE OF MAGIC.
Here we pull the famous classics of magic out of the hat.  With cape, top hat and tails Rossini will share
with us some of the magic of the most famous magicians of the 20th century.  Learn about Robert Houdin
(the man Houdini took his name from), Thurston, Blackstone, Chung Ling Soo and the great Houdini.
What were their most famous tricks and how did they get to become so famous?  Discover all this and
much, much more in a very fast paced and entertaining show.

Day Three - THE HOUDINI SECRETS.
Together we explore the magic, myths and behind the scenes history of the World's Greatest Escape Artist
- Harry Houdini!  What made Houdini great?  What were his most famous tricks and escapes?  What part is
legend and what part is Real magic?

Day Four - DOUG HENNING & MAGIC'S REVIVAL.
Journey with us as we learn about the Canadian responsible for bringing magic where it is today, Doug
Henning, and how he influenced so many others.  See how magic, theatre and illusion combined to literally
change North America's vision of modern day magic!

Day Five - THE MAGIC OF TODAY AND TOMORROW featuring our "mini magic school"!
Join Rossini as we journey from the most amazing magic of today into the magic of tomorrow.  We will
learn about - Copperfield, Siegfried and Roy, Lance Burton and Chris Angel.  Then we will journey into how
magic may look tomorrow.  And best of all we will get to sample all this magic, learn how to make our own
magic happen, and much, much more.   

PLUS… Magical giveaways with each show that the kids and parents will love!
Meet and greet the magic animals (doves and bunny), after show sessions!
"MINI MAGIC SCHOOL" and special show for all who attend on the last day! 

AND you won't be able to miss our main stage complete with sound system, magical backdrop, amazing
magic décor, giant props, posters, magical displays, and special effects that change on a day-to-day basis.

“Most importantly we share and reinforce Magic’s REAL SECRET - that “ongoing” learning is the
real trick to making the impossible possibile - and we can all make this magic happen!”

“Real Magic happens as YOU create an unforgettable WORLD OF MAGIC!”“Real Magic happens as YOU create an unforgettable WORLD OF MAGIC!”


